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Note: The question paper is divided into three sections A, B 
and C. Write answers as per given instructions.

 Section - A 8 x 2 = 16
Note: Answer all questions. As per the nature of the question 

delimit your answer in one word, one sentence or 
maximum up to 30 words. Each question carries 2 marks.

1) (i) What is the full form of UNIVAC?

 (ii) What is OOP?

 (iii) Write some example of Mnemonics used in assembly 
language program.

 (iv) Define paging.

 (v) What is Macro?

 (vi) What is the use of chmod command?

 (vii) Write any three font name

 (vii) Define protocols.
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 Section - B 4 x 8 = 32
Note: Answer any four questions. Each answer should not 

exceed 200 words. Each question carries 8 marks.

2) Differentiate between system and application software.

3) What are the basic components of a computer system? 
Explain the working with block diagram.

4) Write characteristics of a computer language use for Web 
application.

5) Write short note on Artificial intelligence.

6) Write the steps to Save and Open a word document.

7) Write the steps to soft cell in MS Excel.

8) Difference between Linux Operating System and MS Windows.

9) Explain the concept of pivot table with example.

 Section - C 2 x 16 = 32
Note: Answer any two questions. You have to delimit your 

each answer maximum upto 500 words. Each question 
carries 16 marks.

10) What are the advantages of Windows operating system over 
MS-DOS? Discuss the comparison between them.

11) What are the uses of MS-Word? Explain different elements of 
MS-Word Window with suitable diagram.

12) What is purpose of using Mail merge in MS-Word? Explain 
the steps of creating a mail merge with example.

13) What is a database? How can you modify a database? 
Explain with steps.


